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SUMMARY 
Experimental results are presented on aerodynamic effects of yeometric variations in  
USB nacel le confiqurations at hiqh-speed cruise conditions. Test data includes both force 
and pressure measurements on two- and three-dimensional models powered by upper-surface 
blowing nacelles of varying geometries. Experimental resu Its ure provided on variations in 
nozzle aspect ratio, nozzle boattail anqle and multiple-nacel le installations. The nacal les 
are ranked according to aerodynamic drag penalties as we1 l as overall i~stai led drag penal- 
ties. Sample effects and correlations are shown for data obtained with the pressure model. 
INTRODUCTION 
Use of upper surface blowing (USB) engine installations, illlistrated in figure 1, has 
been demonstrated as a viable means of STOL hiqh-lift augmentation by both industry and 
qwernment sponsored research over the past several years. Such studies have shown the 
system to be attractive for STOL application from a number of viewpoints. These include 
generally favorable acoustic characteristics for the terminal area environment, reasonably 
practical structural compatibility with the airframe, and acceptable flexibility for integrat- 
ing with basic operational systems or sub-systems. These, of course, are in addition to the 
recognized potential for good STOL performance. h contrast to the low-speed accounta- 
bility of the USB system, a comparable data base for the high-speed cruise regime has been 
lacking. To f i l l  this need, the Lockheed-Georgia Company, under contract to the NASA, 
has conducted experimental irwestigations wherein USB nacelle/wing geometries and oper- 
ating conditions are systematkally varied in the 0.5 s Mo s 0.8 cruise regime. The basic 
goal of this parametric investigation i s  to define those geometric properties and operating 
conditions indic~otive of minimum cruise-drag penal ties and from which more refined USB 
configurations can evolve. 
* Work performed under contract to the NASA; Contract No. NAS1-13871; "Cruise 
Performance of Upper Surface Blowing Conf igurutions . " 
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The present paper provides a brief over-view of the experimental program, currently 
still in progress, along with preliminary findings believed to he of tqeneral interest. The 
experimental work encompasses force-test e\.aluations, surface pressure me~surements, and 
wake surveys behind powered configurations. A companion analytical effort I s  involved in 
the: basic prugsam, but an evaluation of math model capabilities via experimental correla- 
tion must awai; a more thorough examination of the test results. 
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Values are given in both SI and U.S. Customary Units. The measurements and calcu- 
lations were made in U .S.  Customary Units. , ' ; I  F i - . I  
I .  1 
2 . 2  
nozzle exit area, cm (In ) 
2 
nozzle aspect ratio, w / A  N 
b/2 wing semispan, cm (in .) 4 c wing chord, cm (in .) 
l i f t  coefficient 
thrust coefficient 
A '0 incremental drag cceffisient 
drag , N (ib) 
2 
nozzle stagnation pressure, N/m (lb/in2) 
nozzle pressure ratio 
freestream Mach number 
2 2 
freeatream static pressure, E. 'm (Ib/in ) 
2 2 freestream dynamic pressure, N/m (Ib/in ) 
2 . 2  
wing area per semispan, cm (In ) 
gross thrust, N (Ib) 
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w nozzle ~ i d t h ,  cm (in .) 
X chordwise distance from wing leading edge, cm (in.) 
angle of attack, deg 
, .\ . .. 
, . . I .  .  
..iJ 8 boattail angle, deg 
jet turning angle measured statically, deg 
7 thrust efficiency for wing/r.acelle combination, T~~~~ / T~~~~ 
Subscripts: 
A, Aero aerodynamic 
. . 
F frictifm 
IN1 interference 
:I ISOL isolated 
1 local 
M, MEAS measured 
nacelle 
*' 
, TOT total 
EXPERIME NTAL OBJECTIVES 
The objective of this experimental program i s  to establish a transonic experimental 
data base covering a wide dr~riation of nacelle geometric parameters. An extensive airay 
of nacelle/wing geometric cmfigurations were developed so that experimental evaluation 
of the transonic force and surface pressure charucteristics cculd be made. The geometric 
configurations were tested over a wide range of Mach number, angle of attack, and nozzle 
pressure ratio to establish an ex:ensive data base from which summery "effects" arc deve- 
loped. Tho primay geoms?r.ic variations in nacel la configurations, illustrated in figure 2, 
for which aerodynamic "effects" data are qenerated and arodynamically ranked are: 
o nozzle exit aspect ratio 
o nozzle boattail angle 
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o chordwise /vertical/spanwise positioning 
o size and number of nacelles 
Secondmy experimental objerti*:ss include the efftcts of: t o wing Fweep 1 
i 
o wing camber modifications Q 
f 4 
o inlet flow-field effec+s f i 
4 
.'.I o jet deflectors I 1 i! 
o wing/nacellc. f i l  leting and streamlining 
! 
For the present discus*ion, only selected combinat;cns of these ge~metr ic variations 
wi l l  be csnsidered. In parti "ular, nozzle aspect ratio, boattail angle and mu1 tiple-nacei le 
interference vli l l be coverell. I 
CFF rUNNEL TESTS 
Test Facility 
The experimental progra~n i s  being conducte.' in the Lockheed-Georaia Compre~sible 
Flow Facility (CFF), which i s  a variable porosity, blowdown wind tunnel r .  2 ~ r c  3). Oper- 
ating ranges ore 0.2  ta 1.2 Mach number and up to 144 x 106/ '~  Reyn~!f;s ,*umber in the trun- 
sottic speed range. The test sertion, which i s  50.8 cm ('LO in.) ;.vide, 7 1 . 1  cm (28 ir,.) !ligh 
and 182.9 crn (72 in.) long, can be equipped with porous or solid walls to match particular 
test requirements. Model engine air supply i s  provided by an independent 2.068 M N , ~ ~  
(300 lb/in2) source. For pwered force testing, air ir  . :oplied to the mcdel throuph the 
force balanLe by a bellows arrangemetlt. 
Test Conditions 
The Mach number range of in+erest in tile experimental s f fcd i s  n.5 Mo 0.7 +o 
the unswept wing and 0.6 s Mo s r3.80 for the swept wing moooi . Maximum nozzle prt-, - 
sure rat;= (HiPo) up to about 3.0 were tested over most 3f thr-se speed ranges. Mod51 
..:: . I  
1 , ' *  . a y l e  of attack was va ied  from 0 degrees to 5 deg-ees encompassing a l l  normal cruise 
. 
.I . . settings. F!ow visualization using titanium dioxide combined with oi l  was employed c?xten- 
sively to help understand the force and pressu : test results. 
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Models 
The test configurations are composed of a large number of interchangeable nozzles 
wing. There are two basic wings, swept and unswept, which have a 
wing conversion from 2-D to 3-D configurations. The two-dimensimal 
pressure models span the 50.8 cm (21 in.) horizortal width of the tunnel. For 3-D force I . i  ! .;: s mounted vertically on the balance system in the tunnel floor. The semi- span-wing (b/2 = 50.8 cm (20 in .)) then spans 70 percent OF the tunnel height (71.1 cm (28 in .)). Examples of the two force models, which illustrate unswept and swept 3-D wings, 
are provided in f k  -es 4 and 5, respectively. 1 .  .s 
f 
Figure 6 illustrates the build-up of a two-dimensional pressure model, using the un- 
swept wing, alcng with the traversing woke role. A supercritical-type of wing section i s  
, , 
used for both the unswept and 25 degree swept wing. This airfoil section hos a streamwise 
thickness I-atio of 16 percent tor the unswept wing application and 14 percent for the swept 
. -   i ,
wing case; the wing chord Is  17.8 crn (7 in .) in both instances. The wing design Mach 1 4 .  
numbers are about 0.7 and 0.8, respectively. 1 .  
i 
I 
As illustrated, the nozz.G . r ru?ply at 2.065 M N / ~ ~  (30C lb/in2) i s  routed through 
1 
! 
. ,  i the undetviiq duct and into u plenum formed by a faired-over forebody. The air i s  exhausted I i through a choke plate and exits fran the raor71e at pressure m t l ~ s  (H/Po) ranging rip to a maxi- , * .. 
I ; mum of 3.0. The some forebody i s  used with a number of interchangeable nozzles which :lave : 
, 
! C 
different exit shapes, but the same discharge area. Unpowered c3nfigumtions may be bui t up I 
t y  suistitution of a flaw-thrwgh inlet for the hi red farebody. i .i 1 i 
i 
Model instrumentation includes surface pressure taps at 5 spanwise positions on the L 1. ' 
wing aitd a1o.g the nozzle upper surface. A trwersing wake rake provides the capability 
i 1 
for imp1 ing jet profiles and f ~ i  evaluating momentum losses in the wing/nacel le wake. , 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
. , I r! i 
. . . . -. 1 The forct -test phase of :he exper:mental program has vscently been completed and 1 
. i pressure testing is  currently in progress. For this reason, the present discu*sions en.phcrsize 1 I 
' .  I t results with limited reference to pressure tes:ing, except where available data s a 
j 1 
Aerodynamic Ranking i i 
i !  i i  
Fol l o w i r ~  the convention established in low-speed, high-l i f t  practice, the measured ! !  t .  
l i f t  c. 4 accelerating iwc= ...-; be sub-divided intci assunled components as shown in figure 7. 5 1 
- . I -  ; I The direct, or reactive :Lifl.,f ierrns, Ti Cp sin (a + 6 i) and 1 Cp cos (a + 6i) are removed from ; , the measured data and >he assumption made that the remainder rep re sen:^ the interactive i l 
! 1 1; .  
aerodynamic force and moment on the combined wing/nacel le. It is implicit in this approach 
that the statically determined thrust efficiency, TI , representing scrubbing and vectoring 
losses, and turning angle, b. ,  are invariant with forward speed. It should also be noted that 
the loss represented by (1 - 6) is  a constant increment of gross thrust and a much higher pew- 
centoge L~ net thrusi. The relationship between gross and net thrust i s  shown in figure 7. 
Following the corvention just discumd while holding constant circulation l i f t  (CL = A 
0.40) and Macl number (0.68), a comparison has been made of the aerodynamic interference 
drog for a D-duct nozzle to an AR = 6 nozzle, as shown in figure 8. Based on these aero- 
dynanic interferance drag levels, the wide (AR = 6) nozzle is  superior to the semi-circular 
(D-duct) nozzle. However, this apparent aerodynamic advantage i s  gained at the expense 
of  much greater penalty in scrubbing losses as indicated by the efficiencies shown at the 
tap of the figure. 
To obtain a more realistic ranking of these nozzles, a total interference drag coeffi- 
cient i s  obained by adding back in the losses associated with the ass~med vectoring: 
=(8C ) + C [ I - ?  ca (e+E i ) l  
AERO 
C1 
This coefficient is compared in figure 9 for the same semi-circular and wide rectangular 
nozzles. In this comparison the semi-circular nozzle has the lowest drcq. The magnitudes 
and rankings of these ccefficients correspond 'o those which would be obtained by working 
only with the meascred accelerating force redvced by the calibrated, isolated nacelle 
thrust and the clean wing,&& drag plus nacel!e friction. Therefore, ranking the nozzle 
geometric parcirneten in terms of the total interference drog rather than thc oerodyn~mic 
drag alone is a basic process used throughout the present study. 
Effect of Nozzle Aspect Ratio 
r characteristic exit shapes, three or which are illustrated in figure 10, form the 
basic variation in nozzle aspect ratio. The fourth shape is  an aspect ratio 4 nozzle. This 
family of nozzles i s  designed with low boottail angies (6O - 12') to prevent *'!e effeci of 
boattail angle from obscuring the true aspect ratio effects. Interference drag coetficients, 
whkh are iqclusive of scrubbing losses and normalized to the drag of the circular nozzle 
are shown in figure 11. The Mach  umber and l i f t  coefficients represent t;lpical cruise 
conditions near the drag-rise Mach number at the unswept wing/nacelle cs-Sination. The 
pressure ratios (H/Po) ranging from 1.85 - 2.55 are n o z z l ~  p;;.ssure ratios; corresponding 
fan pre:sc;re ratios for the indicated cruise canditions w ~ u l d  bz 1.36 .- 1.88. The data 
shown in figure 11 show I: pronounced drag advantage for the "D-duct " configuration. It 
i s  tieiievcd from preliminary analysis that this advantage stems from a lack of nozzle side 
{lair and more rounded corners near the exit while simultclneously deriving some benefit 
throcgn l i f t  augmentation. 
The better lift-generation capability of the wide nozzles i s  demonstrated in figure 12, 
which compares total l i f t  acras the pressure ratio range at typical cruise conditions of 
ck of 3 degrees and Mach number of 0.68. A comparison of the l i f t  
with clean wing values at the corresponding angle of attack show that the circular nozzle 
ides very l itt le l i f t  augmentation, while the wide nozzles provide l i f t  augmentation 
of the jet-supported l ift. In fact, l i f t  augmentation on the order of  
l i f t  due to thrust hcs been fourad to be characteristic of the wider 
les. The "D-duct1' gen.' .ate$ l i f t  augr.16 qtation ratios of about 2.5 at naximum blowing 
Effect of Bcmttail Angle 
A second set of medium sized nozzles, spanning the aforementioned aspect I ~t io range, 
but characterized by high boattail angles f 17' - Xi0), i s  vailable in the model matrix. 
With the effect of nozzle aspect rcltio on drag krown from the previous evaluation, the 
effect of boattail angle on total interference drag may be determined. Figure 13 s'nows 
these results with the data again normalized to the circular nozzle drag. In the pressure 
ratio range 2.20 - 2.60, the maximum useable boattail angle appears to be about 20 - 21 
degrees. There i s  an indication that the onset of boattail separation i s  delayed slightly at 
high blowing rates by the pumping action ~f the jet. The separated flow pattern near the 
exit of the aspect ratio 4 nc jzzle with a 35 degree boattail mgle i s  shown in figure 14. 
Effect of Multiple Nacelles 
Both two- and four-engine nacelle configurations were tested on the swept wing. 
Figure 15 illustrates the increase in total interference drag for the four-engine airplane 
as compared to that obtained for twin-engine configurations tested separately with nacelles 
located at 'qboard and outboard wing positions. Although the ?ace1 ies are about 2 nacelle 
diameters c?art, the increase in total interference drag i s  arou?d 0.004, or equivalent to 
the drag of a single nacelle gt low blowing levels. This drag diminishes by about 50% at 
the higher Cp values. The interference drag also appears to be relatively insensitive to 
Mach number near the drag rise as inoicated in the figure. 
Pressure Test Results 
A typica; USB-pressure mcdel i s  sti.,wn on figure 16 as mounted in the CFF. A sampl- 
ing of dc t j  obtained wi,:) the traversing wake rake behind c circular nozzle i s  provided in 
figure 17. The basic effect of the wing on the jet cross section i s  see:. to be a downward 
8:-olccement of the cora-t~rs as the jet tends toward wing attachment. Acquisition of 
s, ilar data, both stat :.-lly and wind-on, are in progress with rxcelles of various shapes 
and sizes. 
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Additional results from the pressure tests we provided in figure 18. Wing surface 
pressures along the iet centerline of a D-duct nacelle are compared with resul b fram a 
powered vortex-latt ice modeling technique. The correlations afforded by :he theoretical 
program and the pressure test results are providing significant insight into the aerodynanics 
of the USE system. 
C ONC LUS IONS 
Based on preliminary evaluations of both force and pressure measurements obtained 
in the USB-Cruise experimental progrom, the following conclusions have been drawn: 
o The semi-circular ( "D-duct" ) nozzle i s  superior from the standpoint of 
the total installed drag penalty to either the circular nozzle or the wide 
(high aspect ratio) nozzles. 
o Boottail angles of 20-21 degrees ore permissible without large d r q  penalties. 
o Tests of two adjacent nacelles have indicated the presence of an adcii+ional 
interference o'rog penalty, which amoc~nts to about 25 percent of the total 
interference drag of the two nacelles tested separately . 

Figure 3.- LocNeed Compressible Flow Facility. Transonic blowdown 
tunnel (0.2 2 & 6 1.23 ; Reynolds number capability of 164 x 106/m; 
variable wall porosity; model blowing capabf lity of 2.068 MN/rn2 
(300 lb/inZ) . 
Figure 4.- 3-D unswept model. 
Figure 5.- 3-D swept model .  I 
- 
Figure 6 . -  Trpicai test  model. 
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Figure 9.- Nacelle ranking; total interference drag. 
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Figure 10.- Nozzle aspect rat io  variat ion;  6' 5 B 2 12.5'. 
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Figure 11. 
,' Effect of l ~ozz l e  aspect rat io on nacelle drag, (Inwept wing; n, = 0.68; C L ~  = 0.40. 
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Figure 12.- Effect  on total lift of nozzle aspect ..tia variation, 
Unswept wing; M, = 0.68. 
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Figure 13.- Effect of nozzle boattail angle on nacel le  drag. 
Unswept wing; M, = 0.68; C b  = 0 . 4 0 .  
Figure 14.- Boattail separation. 
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Figure 15.- Effect of multiple engines on interferznce drag. 
S w e ~ t .  wing; ( X ~ C ) ~ , ~ ~  - 0.2; b-duet nozzles; spacing 
between nacelles of 2 ~ a c e l l c  diameters. 
Figure 36,-  Wing nacelle pressure model wf th traversing wake sake.  
Figure 17.- Wake told1 pressure pattern. M, = 0 . 6 8 ;  
a = 2.6'; H/Po = 2 . 7 8 .  
Figure 18.- Comparison of wing s ~ r f a c e  pressures along jet 
centerline of D-duct nacelle with values obtained from 
powered vortex-lattice modeling t,.chnique HIP, = 2 . 1 .  
